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Ghost in the shell manga reading order

Since the debut of the original manga in 1989, the Ghost in the Shell franchise has endured, becoming one of the most influential science fiction franchises of all time. The series follows the chief protagonist Motoko Kusanagi, a cyborg who works for a counterthetical police called Section 9 for public security in a cyber-struggling future where almost all people have been enhanced by cybernetics, with some
even becoming complete cyborgs. Manga has been adapted several times into anime films, TV series and even a live film starring Scarlett Johannson, and is set to continue with a new Netflix anime series titled Ghost in the Shell: SAC_2045, a CGI adaptation set to premiere in April. Continue scrolling to save reading Click the button below to run this article in a quick view. Start now For someone new in
the series, getting into Ghost in the Shell anime can be difficult considering how many of them there are. Each of the adaptations exists in three separate timelines that can be used individually or together. Here is a breakdown of each of the deadlines and in what order you should watch them. The film timeline The most direct adaptation of GITS is the 1995 film of the same name. In this film, Motoko is
tasked with chasing down a mysterious hacker known as the Puppet Master who hacks into the brains of other cyborgs to commit crimes. The film is critically acclaimed for its unique combination of CGI and traditional animation, as well as its philosophical themes of identity and what it means to be alive in a world full of robotics. Nine years later, a follow-up film Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence was
released. This is a standalone film that follows section 9 member Batou as he investigates a series of murders at the hands of various sex robots called ginoids. It's advisable to watch these two movies first if you're completely new to the franchise, but you don't want to dive deeper into it. The first film was reworked in a 2008 reissue titled Ghost in the Shell 2.0, which featured improved CG visual effects on
previous scenes as well as a new opening sequence. It doesn't add anything new to the original, so it's best to just watch the 1995 version. The Stand Alone series, Besides the movies, the most famous GITS is ghost anime series in Shell: StandAlone Complex. The series exists within a separate continuity of films and is more of a standard police procedure following Section 9, as they stop various crimes
and solve mysteries in fictional New Port City. The two seasons of the series have an all-encompassing story: season one deals with Laughing Man, a terrorist hacker who takes over the Japanese government after discovering they are hiding a cure for a deadly cyber-disease to take advantage of. Season two, subtitled 2nd Gig, deals with Individual 11, a terrorist group that wants to eliminate Japan's
growing refugee crisis. The second season is followed by Stand Alone Complex - Solid State Society was released in 2006, finding Section 9 dealing with a hacker called Puppeteer who is believed to be behind the murder of a former dictator. Two other films have also been released, but both are summarizing films from the first two seasons with additional scenes cast. The anime series deals with the same
themes as the films, but adds in more world-building and individual character moments. To get the full experience, watch each season and summary film after each season and then theatrical film. The Arise The final and biggest adaptation is the Addy series, which debuted in 2013, which is designed to be both a prequel and a reboot of the franchise with new characters and animation style. The series
follows a much younger Motoko before the formation of Sector 9 as a member of the 501 organization. The new series consists of four films, a short TV series and another film. The first four films, in chronological order, are Ghost Pain, Ghost Whispers, Ghost Tears and Ghost Stands Alone. The TV series, subtitled Alternative Architecture and consisting of 10 episodes, is a retelling of the films with some
additional content. Only the last two episodes offer a new story, The Pyrophore Cult, which is directly associated with the 2015 film Ghost in the Shell: The New Film, where Motoko and Section 9 try to unravel the assassination of the Japanese prime minister. Although it's mostly prequel, it's not recommended to watch this series if you're new to the franchise. This series is also less strongly perceived due
to a preference for more action sequences over the philosophical themes of its predecessors. Next: 5 Anime Series we'd like to see remake (&quot;5 that you shouldn't) Boruto Anime reveals the origins of one of the famous Manga for author The King Negron (130 articles published) More than Seagull Negron Manga by Masamrow Shirow ghost in the shell, the first volume of manga攻殻機動(Kōkaku
Kidothai)genreKiberpkun[1] MangaWritten by Masamu Shirovi Publishing by KodanshaEnglish publisherNA Kodansha Comic UK Titan BooksShopsVisin Young magazineDehyginiaThisenAprincearApriz 26 , 1989 – 26 November 1990, 1990Voluma1,1: Processor for human errorsMen by Masamone ShiroviWritten by KodanshaAnglian publisherNASN Kodanda ComicsShop of young
magazineDemographiesZografinoriginal working hours 26, 1991 – July 22, 1996Salmus1 Manga2: Human-Machine Interface Sung by Masamyu Shirov Audience by Kodansha English PublisherNA Kodansha ComicSaman BooksShopsFollowing Young MagazineDegromicIni 22 August 1997, Related Ghost Films in Shell Ghost in Shell 2: Ghost Innocence in the Shell Series Ghost in the Shell : Stand alone
complex S.A.C. 2nd state healthy ghost society in shell: emerge alternative architecture video games Spectre in shell First attack online anime Manga Portal Ghost in Shell (Japanese: 攻殻機動A, Hepburn: Kōkaku Kidothai, Mobile Armored Riot Police) is a sane manga series written and illustrated by Masamone Shirov, who soldered the media franchise of the same name. Manga, the first series since 1989
under the subtitle of Spectre in the Shell, was later published in a volume of kodansha's panco bona. Set in the middle of the 21st century, it tells the story of the fictional counterterrorism organization Public Security Section 9, led by Major General Motoko Kusanagi. Ghost in the Shell 2: Man-Machine interface is the sequel to the work that follows Motoco's story after the merger with The Puppet Kids. The
latest Ghost volume in Shell 1.5: Human Error Processor contains four separate cases. The books contain Sharov's thoughts on design and philosophy, including sociological issues, the consequences of technological advances and themes of the nature of consciousness and identity. Several books have been released to build on the concept and world of Ghost at Shell. All three volumes received mainly
positive reviews. In the mid浜20th century, in the Japanese city of Niyhama, Niihama浜 ken Niihama-shi, otherwise known as New Port City (保ポ保, New Pauto Pata Pei), manga and the many anime adaptations followed members of public security, a specialized task force made up of former military officers and police detectives. Political intrigue and counter-terrorism operations are standard tariffs for
Section 9, but the different actions of corrupt officials, companies and cybercriminals in each scenario are unique and require the diverse skills of Section 9 officers to prevent a series of incidents from escalating. In this cyber-rupture iteration of a possible future, computer technology has advanced to the point that many people possess cyber defenses, a technology that allows them to interact their
biological brains with different networks. The level of cyberspace ranges from simple minimal interfaces to almost complete replacement of the brain with cyber parts, in cases of severe trauma. This can also be combined with different levels of dentures, with a fully prosthetic body that allows a person to become a cyborg. Ghost's character in shell, Major Motoko Kusanagi, is such a cyborg after he had a
terrible accident that he eventually demanded that she use a full body of torture to put on cyberbrain. However, this high level of cyberisation opens the brain to attacks by highly skilled hackers, with the most dangerous being those who will hack a person to bend to their whims. Story Main Story: A List of Heroes of the Spirit in the Shell (攻殻機動 GHOST IN THE SHELL, Kōkaku kidōtai za Gōsuto in Za
Sheru, lyth. Mobile armored riot police: Ghost in the Shell) begins in 2029 and includes Section 9, led by Chief Daisuke Aramaki and Motoko Kusanagi, investigating Kukenteiker, a cybercriminal wanted for committing a large number of crimes through a proxy by ghostly hacking people with cyberbras. While the investigation continues, Section 9 finds that the Puppet Master was in fact an advanced artificial
intelligence created by a division of the Japanese government that is located in a robotic organ. After destroying the last host of the Puppeteer, Section 9 believes that everything is fine until the Major finds the Puppeteer in his own mind. After hearing Kuklenets's desire to reach her next step in evolution, Kusanagi allowed her to become one with her own spirit. After this event, the major left Section 9 as a
private contractor, with the other members of the unit - Batu, Togusa, Ishikawa, Pashi, Borma and Azuma - continuing their work as undercover agents, sometimes meeting the major in their various gies. These stories were later collected under the name Ghost in the Shell 1.5: Human Error Processor (攻殻機動A human error processor, Kōkaku Kidōtai Hyūman Erā Purosessā, lit. Mobile Armored Riot
Police: Error Processor). In 2035, Major, known as Motoko Aramaki, works as a security expert for Poseidon Industrial, now an entity made up of multiple identities it controls through the network in other prosthetic bodies that attack industrial spies, assassins and cyber hackers, solving various crimes while still in work. However, the psychic investigator finds something dangerous that emerges as the
artificial intelligence professor's teachings fall into the wrong hands and try to embrace the current evolving sense of self. These stories are collected under the title Ghost in Shell 2: Man-Machine Interface (攻殻機動A man-MACHINE INTERFACE, Kōkaku Kidōtai manmashīn Intāfēsu,lit. Mobile armored police: Man-Machine interface). Creating and developing While writing manga, Masamone Shirov
struggles to make it neither too complex nor too simple. [2] For the works there are two official names, the first is Kōkaku Kidōtai (攻殻機動a formal Armored Shell, literally Riot Mobile Armored Police) and the second is Spectre in the Shell Shell. Masamone Shirov initially wanted to use the name Ghost in the Shell for the publication as a tribute to The Ghost in Arthur Kessler's Machine, from which he drew
inspiration. [3] Kooichi Yuri, first coordinator at Young magazine, asked for the name more flashy and Shirov appeared with Kokaku Kitoi (攻殻機動, Shell squad). Shirow asked to include Ghost in the Shell on the title, even if it had a small print. Yuri believes that Kokaku Kittotai is the main title, while the theme is Spectre in the Shell. Although most Japanese publications use both names, the original
publication in Young magazine used Kokaku Kidothai. [4] When developing Ghost in Shell 2: Man-Machine Interface, Shirow initially wanted to use a new title by changing the last kanji It's a significant military unit (i.e., tai), for the homophonic body kanji (Ty), so that it literally translates Mobile Body Unit (攻殻機動保, Kōkaku Kidōtai), but in the end he decides not to. [5] The production of Ghost in the Shell
2: Man-Machine Interface manga was made digitally, which is difficult for Shirow due to problems including hardware disk, which led to the loss of 16 gigabytes of data, hardware problems with USB and reading manuals related to new application upgrades. Shirow sees manga as a completely different kind of work, not a true sequel to Ghost in the Shell. The original manga revolves around public safety,
Section 9 and Ghost in shell 2: Man-Machine Interface follows what happens to the major once it merges with Puppeteer. Sherow paints the colorful pages on the computer, in which he declares that it is difficult to because of technical problems with his computer. In the short version of manga, Masamune Shirow made the color darker and softer, but used more contrasting colors in the standard version. [6]
In the Japanese Short cut version, additional changes can be found, most of all an increase in nudity and pornographic scenes. Shirow's design and philosophy and shell work on Spectre contain numerous footnotes and detailed explanations of the scenes to give readers an understanding of sociological differences or technological advances and philosophical discussion of the material. Examples include
concepts such as the future of hacking techniques where cyberbran can be used to copy information without detecting it. Shirovi explains cases of ghosts channeling cyborgs with kiko energy. Shirovi even writes that this phenomenon can be associated with hearing voices in individuals who suffer from mental disabilities such as schizophrenia. This belief is represented in Motoko's reasons for hunting
Togusa for section 9. Shirow also noted that he believed that these Lamanites did not speak to a human god, but instead joined a phase of the universe that synchronised with the functions of the lander. Other philosophical views are presented as Shirov's personal beliefs on death sentences and crimes and punishment. [8] Shirow explained numerous aspects of his daily life throughout his notes in Ghost
in the Shell. Cyborgs are shown consuming food, but Shirow noted that at the beginning of development would have been a pill or paste substance that would have both psychological and physical functions. Fuchikoma robots should also consume in a sense, requiring fluid filling for their neurochip every two months, but Fuchikoma are not entirely bio-robots. In his remarks, Harrow discussed how Jano's
family had received a notification of his death and what would have been revealed, but also noted the strategic use and premature notifications existed for different purposes. Technological advances in Shirov's vision for the future are rapid, but progress has been connection to the technology at the moment. The 3-D room concepts were based on rough golf simulator technology. Shirow's other personal
beliefs are represented in the scenes and author's commentary, such metaphysics, religious references and other philosophical views that go into a number of topics, including his thoughts on the rotating universe. [8] Censorship The removal of a two-way lesbian sex scene in the localization of Ghost in the Shell of Studio Proteus is not well received, with readers reacting negatively to the removal of
previous uncensored content included in the original edition of Dark Horse. Toren Smith commented on The Proteus Studio's actions, arguing that the Adult Readers Only requirement would translate into a 40% sales loss and likely caused the series to be cancelled immediately. Shirow, who got tired of taking flak over the pages, chose to remove them and rework the previous page if necessary. [9] In the
sequel to the volume Ghost in Shell 2: Man-Machine Interface also includes pornographic scenes and increasing nudity in short-cut version in Japan. [10] None of the Western versions included such scenes. The story of the publication The Original Spirit in Shell was distributed from April 1989 to November 1990 in kogansha's manga Anglo-Anglographic magazine Weekly Young Magazine and was
released in tankōbon format on October 2, 1991. [11] The Black Horse originally published it in English monthly in eight comics from March 1, 1995 to October 1, 1995, with a translation of Studio Proteus. [12] [13] It was later collected in a single volume in commercial format on 1 December 1995. [14] An uncensored version was released by Dark Horse Comics on October 6, 2004. [15] The censored
version of Dark Horse Manga was later reissued by Kodansha Comics on October 13, 2009. [16] [17] Later in Sherow was printed and Spirit in Shelva 2: The Man-Machine Interface was written. The Weekly Young series took place in 1997 and was originally released in hard format alongside the original manga in a limited edition box titled Hard Box (攻殻機動SOLID BOX) on December 1, 2000. The box
also contains a brochure titled ManMachine Interface inactive module, poster and action figure fuchikoma robot. Kodansha later released the standard tankōbon format on June 26, 2001. The SOLID BOX version adds over 140 pages of new content, and more changes have been added to the tankōbon version, with 24 color pages and large modifications to over 20 pages. However, 200 pages of the
original version, which took place in Young magazine, are not included in either solid box or tankōbon version. Manga was then distributed in English by Dark Horse Comics in 11 comics from January 29, 2003 to December 31, 2003. [21] Masamone Shirov manually reborn the manga for the English version so that it could be read from left to right. [23] Later in one volume in commercial paper format on 12
January 2005. [24] Manga was later reissued by Kodansha Comics on August 10, 2010. [25] Four chapters, published from 1991 to 1996 and not released in tankōbon format in previous editions, were later collected in a single volume titled Ghost in Shell 1.5: Human Error Processor. Manga was published on 23 July 2003 by Kokonsha. [26] It contains a booklet and a CD-ROM, with the completeness of the
stories, adding music to the scenes of manga and screen saver. [27] The Black Horse Comic-Con announces an English version of 2005 at San Diego Comic-Con. [28] The series was released as eight separate comics from November 1, 2006 to June 6, 2007, and was the first by Ghost in the Shell manga, released in the United States, to read right to left. [29] [30] The four original titles are divided into two
to get to 8 in this series. It was later collected in a single volume in commercial paperback format on October 10, 2007. [31] Manga was later reissued by Kodansha Comics on September 25, 2012. [32] In August 2019, it was announced that the sequel to 1.5 of Junichi Fujisaku and Hiroki Yoshimoto, known as the Human Algorithm, will be published in September 2019 in the journal Young. [33] It was
published online through kodansha comics. [34] In North America, it is published under Kodansha Comics. [35] No. Title Original release date in English date 1Ghost at ShellMobile Armored Riot Police: Ghost in the Corps (攻殻機動A GHOST IN THE SHELL)2 October 1991[11] 4-06-313248-XCember 1, 1995[14]1-56971-081-3 01 Prologue 02 Super Spartan - 10.4.2029 03 Junk Jungle - 27.7.2029 04
Megatex Machine 1 - Robot Rebellion 05 Megatech Machine 1 2 - The Creation of a Cyborg 06 Robot Rondo - 1.10.2029 07 Phantom Fund - 24.12.2029 008 Barter - 2.5.2030 09 Bye Bye Bye - 15.7.2030 10 11 Ghost Coast - 18.9.2030 In 2029, Section Public Security 9, led by Major Motoko Kusanagi, pursues The Puppeteer, a cyber criminal wanted for committing a large number of crimes through proxy
through ghost hacking people with cyberbras. The investigation soon discovered that the Puppeteer was in fact an advanced artificial intelligence project developed by Section 6, Bureau of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. After conquering the Puppet Master's robot and destroying it, they believe that the Puppet Master is gone, but the major believes otherwise and is proven right when he finds the Puppet
Master in his cyberbran. The puppeteer wants to aim for his next step in evolution, and Kusanagi allows him to blend in with his spirit. 2Ghost in Shell 2: Man-Machine InterfaceMobile Armored Riot Police: Man-Machine Interface (攻殻機動Man-MACHINE INTERFACE) June 26, 2001[19] 4-06-336310-4 January 12, 2005[24]1-59307-204-X 01 Prologue 2035.03.06.AM05:05 02 Under 2035.03.06.AM05:45
033.03.06.PM01:12 04 Orbiting Moon 05 Mold of Life 2035.03.06.PM01:54 06 Epilogue 2035.03.06.05:35 On March 6, 2035 (five years after the events of Ghost in the Shell), The Major, known as Motoko Aramaki, is now chief security officer of a giant multinational conglomerate. She digitally transfers her personality and abilities between cyber bodies hidden around the world by attacking industrial spies,
killers and cyber hackers, maintaining a steady stream of digital communications with various robotic assistants and her secretary back in the office. However, when the teachings of artificial intelligence professor Dr. Rahampol fall into the hands of data pirates, the psychic researcher Tamaki Tamaj senses that something dangerous is happening that involves himself on Motoko. 1.5Ghost in Shell 1.5:
Human Error ProcessorMobile Armored Armored Riot Police: Human Error Processor (攻殻機動攻殻機動003[26] 978-4-06-350406-4October 10, 2007[31]978-1-59307-815-7 Fat Cat 01 and 02 Drive Slave 01 and 02 Mind Mines 01 and 02 Lost Past This volume chronicles four cases 9 is investigated between Volume 1 and 2. At Fat Cat, the team investigates the recent bizarre activity of the man honored
by his daughter's refugee, one of the chief's friends, Yisuke Aramaki. In Drive Slave, Section 9 defends a key witness in a lawsuit by various cyborg killers sent to kill him, while Major Kusanagi arrives, being sent to capture the man responsible for the killers. In the story, Mines of mind is presented Batou and Togusa investigate a series of murders, with all the victims marked with the same tattoo. In Lost
Past, the wrong kidnapping investigation suspects section 9 hired a sniper to go wrong. Related media See also: Ghost in the Shell (video game) A number of fiction books describing the conceptual arts and the world of Ghost in the Shell have been released. On July 8, 1997, a box titled Kidothai's Cyberdelics (攻殻機動) was released. The set presents illustrators illustrated by Masamone Shirov, a booklet
and a puzzle. [36] A manual titled Ghost in the Shell: A Mechanical Analysis Reader (攻殻機動保析読保, Kōkaku Kidōtai Mekanikaru Kayseki Dokuhon) was published by Kodansha and released on January 16, 1998. [37] On July 24, 2000, an art book The Ghost in the Shell was published: Fuchicoma Papercraft (攻殻機動保保コマ⽴図鑑, Koukaku Kittotai fuchicoma Ritay Zukan). The book contains several
different works of art and paper cut out the figures of Fuchicoma. [38] Ghost in the Shell video game was developed by exact and released for PlayStation on July 17, 1997, in Japan by Sony Computer Entertainment. [39] He is a third-person shooter, including an original storyline, where the character plays a section 9 rookie. Megatech Body soundtrack of video games includes various electronics authors.
[40] Animation Studio Production I.G has produced various anime adaptations of Ghost in Shell, starting with the 1995 film of the same name, telling the story of the study of the 9th section for the Puppet Master. The film is followed by a sequel to the film Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence, released in 2004. Meanwhile, in 2002, he began a TV series titled Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone Complex, telling an
alternative manga story and the first film, featuring a year-long investigation into government corruption in The Laughing Man and The Eleven Incidents. The series ran for two seasons of 26 episodes each, with the second season titled Ghost in the Shell: S.A.C. 2nd CONCERT. In 2006.C he was produced as Ghost in the Shell: A Standalone Complex - Solid State Society. 2013 begins the beginning of
Ghost in the Shell: Arise OVA series with a plot set before the events of the original manga and consisting of four parts released in mid-2014. The series was recompiled in early 2015 as a TV series titled Ghost in the Shell: Arise - Alternative Architecture, airing two more episodes (one part). [39] On June 20, 2015, an animated film was released produced by the majority of the staff of Spectre in the Shell:
The New Movie, released on June 20, 2015. A Hollywood adaptation starring Scarlett Johansson as The Major is released in the US on March 31, 2017. [42] The VR Adaptation But will take place on August 2020. [43] The Receiving Spirit at Shell has received mainly positive reviews. Publishers Wiley praise manga for his work: Masmunese B&amp;quot; drawings are dynamic and beautiful gesturya; it
brightly makes the majestic cityscape of futuristic, superteachnologic Japan. [44] Leroy Douresseaux on the ComicBookBin website gives manga a kind: It's visually powerful and often indeciphemible, but its sense of wonder and exploration makes its ideas still look fresh two decades after debut. [45] Peter Gutierrez of the website Graphic Novel Reporter praised manga, writing: In short, Ghost in the Shell
is a rigid sci-fi of the best kind: the kind that is filled with undiluted artfulness and philosophy that it is likely to be read even for those who do not usually relate to the genre. [46] Greg McElhaton of Comic-Con praised the artwork, however, criticizing manga for its history and collecting short adventures, saying: I'm glad. that I was able to experience Shirow's artistic vision of the future, and I'm a little
interested in the idea of his Intron Depot artwork books, but on top of that, Ghost in the Shell was a massive shell game: shiny and captivating at a glance, but ultimately empty when you decide to dive into. [47] Ghost in the Shell 2: Man-Machine Interface has sold over 100,000 copies of its original print in Japan. [20] Diamond Comics distributors ranked manga #7 on its best manga list since 2005. [48] Mike
Crandall of Anime News Niktus that it is too complex and stating that it is too technical for its own good, but praised the new work, stating that Shirow's drawing skills are complemented by an innovative use of CGI graphics, which represent the boldest artistic endeavors. [49] Publishers Weekly praised the works as colorful and b-w graphics are stunning, brilliantly overtaking the world of unviable data
transfer, but say the story can be confusing. [50] Ghost in the Shell 1.5: Man's Error Processor is rated #10 in The New York Times Manga Bestseller List on October 19, 2012. [51] Scott Green of Ain has not cooled manga for his remarks that it is only worth the price of admission. The extent to which he clearly takes every aspect seriously and the amount of information he would like to convey verges of
disorder. [52] Notes ^ The real world Niihama is located in the prefecture of Ehime and its name is written differently in Japanese. References ^ The ghost in the shell. Kodansha Comics. Archive of the original from 28 May 2018. Retrieved May 27, 2018. Interview with Masamone Shirovin. Frederick L. Shod. Archive of the original from September 16, 2017. Retrieved December 8, 2012. 1. 1. Jung
magazine. 9. 攻殻機動 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 2003. Ghost in Shell 2: Human-machine interface. 11. Japan: Kokonsha. 4-06-336310-4. Web interview masamone Kukaku.free.fr. Archived from the original on
August 17, 2012. Retrieved December 19, 2012. 1999 Archive of the original of 24 January 2020. Retrieved May 29, 2020.CS1 1: archived copy as title (link) ^ b c d Masamune, Shirow (1995). A ghost in Shell. A new face. Thoren Smith on Manga Censorship. Archive of the original from January 11, 2012. Retrieved April 29, 2013. The differences between the two editions of the Man Machine interface:
Solid Box version, or short and standard version. Archive of the original from 24 January 2020. Retrieved May 29, 2020. 1) (1) 攻殻機動 in Japanese. Archive of the original from November 12, 2013. Retrieved October 13, 2012. THEY'#1 8 YEARS OLD. Comics from The Dark Horse. Archive of the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. THEY'#8 8:00. Comics from The Dark Horse.
Archive of the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. 1999: Dark Horse Comics. Archive of the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. 1. 2ND EDITION OF THE 2ND EDITION OF THE 2ND EDITION OF THE 2ND EDITION OF THE 2ND EDITION OF THE 2ND EDITION OF THE 2ND EDITION OF THE 2ND COMICS FROM THE DARK HORSE. Archive of
the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 20, 2012. In early 2015, Kodansha Comics. Archive of the original from October 24, 2012. Retrieved October 31, 2012. ^100000000000000000000000000000 Kogansha Comics. 30 July 2013 Archived Retrieved 21 August 2013. 1999 at 7:攻殻機動:00 p.m. Archive of the original on March 1, 2013. Retrieved October 13, 2012. ^ b 攻殻機動a2 (in
Japanese). Archive of the original from November 12, 2013. Retrieved October 13, 2012. In early 2015, ICv2. Archive of the original from November 11, 2013. Retrieved November 29, 2012. 2: THE HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE #1. Comics from The Dark Horse. Archive of the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. 2: THE HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE #11. Comics from The
Dark Horse. Archive of the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. 2. 2 at 19:00 ICv2. Archive of the original from November 11, 2013. Retrieved November 27, 2012. In early 2015, Dark Horse Comics. Archive of the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. In early 2015, Kodansha Comics. Archive of the original from October 24, 2012. Retrieved October 31,
2012. 攻殻機動 archive of the original from November 12, 2013. Retrieved October 13, 2012. ↑ CD-ROM 攻殻機動 1.5 ). 7net. Archive of the original of 11 November 2013. Retrieved November 10, 2012. ^1000000000000000000000000000000000000 Anime News. Archive of the original from November 11, 2012. Retrieved October 29, 2012. 1.5: THE PROCESSOR #1. Comics from The Dark Horse.
Archive of the original from August 5, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. 1.5: THE HUMAN ERROR PROCESSOR #8. Comics from The Dark Horse. Archive of the original from October 13, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. In the early 1990s, Dark Horse Comics. Archive of the original from September 20, 2012. Retrieved October 12, 2012. 1.5. Kogansha Comics. Archive of the original from November
2, 2012. Retrieved October 31, 2012. In early 2015, cbr.com. Archived from the original on September 15, 2019. Retrieved May 21, 2020. In early 1999, Anime News. 20 August 2019 Archive of the original of 23 December 2019. Retrieved June 20, 2020. Kozdansha, USA, making headlines summer and fall 2020 Anime News. 19 March 2020 Archive of the original of 19 March 2020. Retrieved June 20,
2020. 1999 at 7:攻殻機動00 p.m. - Yes, but it's not. Archive of the original from November 11, 2013. Retrieved November 24, 2012. 1999 in 攻殻機動保保析読保 in Japanese. Archive of the original from November 11, 2013. Retrieved May 12, 2013. 1999 in 攻殻機動保コマ⽴保図鑑 in Japanese. Archive of the original from November 11, 2013. Retrieved November 12, 2012. THEY ARE 攻殻機動 12
1000000000000000000000000000. Archive of the original from 16 June 2013. Retrieved December 19, 2012. 界で Iコ賛され NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO DO THAT攻殻機動ゲョ, HENDERSONム SAID. Sony Music Entertainment Japan. Archive of the original from November 12, 2013. Retrieved January 4, 2013. They are 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Anime
News. Archive of the original from July 30, 2017. Retrieved February 17, 2015. January 25, 2016 - The Ghost in Shell moves to Paramount from Disney. Variety. Archive of the original from June 2, 2016. Retrieved April 15, 2016. In early 2015, Anime News. Archive of the original from 17 June 2020. Retrieved June 2, 2020. THEY'RE NARROW-MINDED. Publishers weekly. Archive of the original from
November 11, 2013. Retrieved November 29, 2012. 1999: Ghost in the Shell: Volume 1. Comic-Con. Archive of the original from July 6, 2013. Retrieved November 13, 2012. 1999: The Ghost in the Shell, item 1. Graphic novel Reporter. Archive of the original from August 16, 2019. Retrieved August 16, 2019. They are 1000000000000000000000000 Spectre in the shell shell. Read about the comics.
Archive of the original from June 18, 2013. Retrieved November 13, 2012. Diamond announces top direct market performers. Anime News. Archive of the original from April 8, 2014. Retrieved December 15, 2012. 1999 Ghost in Shell 2: Man-Machine Interface (Manga). Anime News. Archive of the original from November 14, 2012. Retrieved October 29, 2012. 2: The Man-Machine interface. Publishers
weekly. Archive of the original from November 11, 2013. Retrieved November 29, 2012. In early 2015, Anime News. Archive of the original from October 22, 2012. Retrieved October 30, 2012. [1] 1.5 and 1.5 and The Compact Design of Akushiro Otomo. Isn't that great news? Archive of the original from October 8, 2012. Retrieved November 18, 2012. Wikileaks external links have quotes related to: Ghost
in Shell Madman Entertainment Australian distribution site Ghost in Shell (manga) in the anime news network encyclopedia visited by title Ghost_in_the_Shell_(manga)&oldid=992429195
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